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Abstract—Data mining algorithm is used to extract the useful knowledge or information from database. Privacy preservation data mining is
novel research area where data mining algorithms are analyzed for their side-effects they done on data privacy. Privacy preservation data
mining (PPDM) deals with the problem of hiding the sensitive information w hile analy zing data. Many techniques are available for PPDM
like data distortion, data hiding, rule hiding, data modification etc. Association rule hiding is one of the technique of PPDM. It hides sensitive
rules which are generated by association rule generation algorithm before releasing database. This paper discusses different approaches
of association rule hiding technique.
Index Terms—Association Rule Mining, Association rule hiding, Confidence, Data mining, Privacy Preservation Data Mining (PPDM),
Support.
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1 INTRODUCTION

D

ata mining aims to extract hidden information from data
warehouses. In data mining, different type of algorithms
are used to extract different useful information from
large amount of data. Algorithms are analyzed for their side
effect which incur the data privacy. For example, using data
mining algorithm on database, anyone can extract sensitive
information like frequent pattern, association rules, unclassified data etc. It means data mining poses a threat to information privacy. To solve that problem, privacy preservation data
mining concept is used in data mining and database security
field.
Different techniques are used to solve PPDM. Association
rule hiding is one technique of PPDM to hide sensitive rules
which is generated by rule generation algorithm. Association
rule generation algorithm is based on frequent items occurring
in database. Frequent items mean the set of item which occurring together in a transaction. Finding that frequent items using different algorithm like apriori, FP growth tree. Generated
rules are input in rule hiding algorithm, when applying rule
hiding. Result of rule hiding algorithm is sanitized database
which is not containing sensitive rules.
To understand the requirement of association rule hiding in
PPDM, Here take one example which includes one cancer researcher and two hospitals. When researcher want to do survey on database of cancer hospital so researcher requests for
the dataset of two hospitals i.e. A and B for review purpose.
Both hospital A and B wants to hide the treatment related information based on symptoms from each other and also from
researcher. So before giving database to researcher, both hospital use rule hiding technique to hide sensitive rules i.e. frequent symptomstreatment 1. Output of association rule hid-

ing algorithm is sanitized database which never generates the
sensitive rule define by hospital. And this sanitized database is
given to researcher for review approach.
Problem statement is defined in next section. Association
rule mining concepts are described in section 3. Association
rule hiding approaches & different algorithms are discussed in
section 4. Section 5 describes process flow of association rule
hiding. Output performance parameters are explained in section 6. Section 7 presents the conclusion.

2 PROBLEM D EFINITION
Dataset D is our input then AR is Association rule which is
generated from input database D. If user want to hide some
sensitive association rule (SR) selected by user then SR can be
hidden by applying different rule hiding approaches which
are discussed in section 4. Using approaches sanitized database D’ can be generated. D’ contains only the rules which are
not present in SR (AR - SR). Rule hiding approach should try
to maintain data quality of D’ so dissimilarity between D’ and
D (D - D’) should be as possible as lesser.

3 ASSOCIATION R ULE M INING
Association rule mining firstly proposed by Agrawal et al in
1993[1]. An association rule is an implication expression of the
form X Y, where X and Y are disjoint item sets, i.e., X ∩ Y
=∅ .[1] Support and confidence are two basic parameter of association rule mining. Definition of support and confidence is
defined below [2]:

Support is percentage of transactions in dataset that contain
XƯY.
(1)

Confidence is the
percentage of transactions in dataset containing X that also
contain Y. Confidence show the conditional probability.
(2)
Based on Minimum
Support Threshold (MST) and Minimum Confidence Threshold (MCT) value, frequent item set and association rules are
generated using different algorithm like apriori, FP growth.
If user want to hide the rules then he should try to decrease
the confidence value of that rule compare to MCT. User can do
this by decreasing the value of confidence by increasing the
value of denominator or by decreasing the value of numerator.
And the value of denominator and numerator can be changed
by altering the value of support count of Item sets. Altering
the values of support count are based on different approach
which are explained in next section.
Result of association rule hiding algorithm is based on
some parameter like accuracy, completeness, consistency of
sanitized database.

modification in database due to deleting or adding the items.
Different algorithm are available for this approach. In [6], authors have presented three algorithms 1.a, 1.b and 2.a for hiding sensitive association rules. Algorithm 1.a inserts the items
in transaction therefore increases the support value of L.H.S.
side items in rules so confidence of that rule will be decreased
automatically. Side effect of insertion new items in database is
generation of new association rules. Algorithm 1.b and 2.a
deletes the R.H.S. items of rules so confidence will decreased.
Sometimes algorithm 1.b & 2.a affect the non-sensitive rules
also. Two algorithms Increase Support of L.H.S (ISL) and Decrease Support of R.H.S (DSR) are proposed in [5]. In [7] Algorithm DCIS (Decrease Confidence by Increase Support) and
DCDS (Decrease Confidence by Decrease Support) are proposed. ISL and DCIS based on item adding approach while
DSR and DCDS is based on Item deleting approach. DSRRC
(Decrease Support of R.H.S. item of Rule Clusters) is given in
[8], which provides privacy for sensitive rules at certain level
while ensuring data quality. Proposed DSRRC algorithm clusters the sensitive association rules based on R.H.S. of rules and
hides as many as possible rules at a time by modifying fewer
transactions. Algorithm DSRRC cannot hide rules having multiple RHS items. To solve the disadvantages of DSRRC algorithm, MDSRRC algorithm are proposed in [9]. Table 1 describe the list of different algorithms of distortion technique..
TABLE1
LIST OF ALGORITHM
Approach

4 ASSOCIATION R ULE HIDING APPROCHES &
DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
The concept of privacy preservation data mining has been recently proposed in response to the concerns of preserving privacy information from data mining algorithms. [3] Basically
there are two type of privacy related to data mining which are
output privacy and input privacy. Output privacy, means the
data is minimally altered so that the mining result will not
disclose certain privacy. [4] For output privacy, many technique are developed i.e. heuristic approach based technique
like perturbation, blocking, swapping etc. Input privacy, is
that the data is manipulated so that the mining result is not
affected or minimally affected. [4] For input privacy, many
techniques are developed i.e. cryptographic approach based
technique like secure multiparty computation etc.
There are main five types of different approaches of association rule hiding which are related to input/output privacies
are discussed below.
4.1 Heuri stic Ba sed Approach
This approach involves efficient, fast and scalable algorithms
that selectively sanitize a set of transactions from the original
database to hide the sensitive association rules [5].It is divided
further in to two types that are Distortion techniques and
blocking technique.
Distortion technique delete items by replacing 1-values to
0-values for reducing the confidence of rules or this technique
add items by replacing 0-values to 1- values for reducing the
support of rules. Sensitive rules are being hidden based on

Insertion Based
Algorithm(L.H.S.)

Deletion Based
Algorithms(R.H.S.)

Algorithm
Algorithm 1.a
ISL
DCIS
Algorithm 2.a
Algorithm 2.b
DSR
DCDS
DSRRC
MDSRRC

Conclusion
Large number of new rule
generation and
less number of
rules are lost.
Large number of rules are
lost and less
number of new
rule generation.

Blocking technique replaces an existing value to ―?‖. This
technique inserts unknown values in the data to fuzzify the
rules. Sometimes providing wrong information to other is not
acceptable. Adversary can easily find out the unknown value
in sanitized dataset.
4.2 Border Ba sed Approach
It hides sensitive association rule by modifying the borders in
the lattice of the frequent and the infrequent item sets of the
original database. The item sets which are at the position of
the borderline separating the frequent and infrequent item sets
forms the borders. Border based approach is unable to identify
optimal hiding solution but still dependent on heuristic to
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decide upon the item modification [10].
4.3 Exact Approach
It formulates the hiding process as constraints satisfaction
problem or an optimization problem which is solved by integer programming. It tries to minimize the distance between the
original database and its sanitized version. It takes high times
complexity because of binary integer programing. Authors of
[12] introduced the exact methodology to perform sensitive
frequent item set hiding based on the notion of a hybrid database generation.
4.4 Reconstruction Ba sed Approach
In this approach, inverse frequent item set mining algorithm is
used. Step of reconstruction based approach is discussed below. First select the database D as input and generate the frequent item set (FS). Now convert FS to sanitized FS; FS’
doesn’t generate the sensitive rules. Now apply inverse frequent dataset mining algorithm are used to convert FS’ to sanitized database D’. The open problem of this approach is to
restrict the number of transactions in the new database.
4.5 Cryptography Ba sed Approach
It is used for multiparty computation, when database is distributed among several sites. Multiple parties may wish to share
their private data, without leaking any sensitive information at
their end. This approach is divided in two types: vertically
partitioned distributed data and horizontally partitioned distributed data. Authors in [13], proposed a secure approach for
sharing association rules when data are vertically partitioned.
In terms of communication cost this approach is very effective,
but it is very expensive for large amount of datasets. The authors in [14] addressed the secure mining of association rules
over horizontal partitioned data.

5 PROCESS FLOW O F ASSOCIATION R ULE HIDING
In this section, steps of association rules hiding process are
discussed. Figure 1 represents the flow of process.

growth algorithm on D. It generates frequent items and using
it, association rule generation algorithm generates rules
(AR).User select the sensitive association rules (SR) from AR.
Then apply association rule hiding algorithm and generates
sanitized database (D’).when applying rule generation algorithm on D’ then D’ never generates the SR. Output is (ARSR).

6 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Evolution parameter are used to evaluating the performance
of association rule hiding algorithms. Detailed description of
parameter are discussed below. [15]
6.1 Efficiency
Space requirements, CPU-time and communication required
for hiding are used to measured efficiency. Good performance
in terms of resources allocated.
6.2 Scalability
It is measured in terms of good performance for varying sizes
of input datasets. Hiding failure: It is the percentage of the
portion of information that fails to be hidden. It is derived by,
HF = |Rs(D’)| / |Rs(D)| where, |Rs(D’)| are the number of
sensitive rules appearing in the sanitized database and
|Rs(D)| are the number of sensitive rules in the original database.
6.3 Data quality
Data quality parameters are accuracy measure, completeness,
consistency which is in relationship to preservation of original
data values and of data mining results.
6.4 Ghost Rule s
It shows percentages of rules that are not present in the original database but can be derived from sanitized database.
6.5 Privacy level
It measures the degree of uncertainty according to which the
protected information can still be predicted.
6.6 Di ssimilarity
It shows difference between original database and sanitized
database.

Original Database (D)
Apriori/FP growth
Association Rule Generation (AR)

6.7 Lost Rules cost
It measures the number of no sensitive association rules found
in the original database but not in sanitized database.

Select Sensitive rules (SR)

7 CONCLUSION
Apply Different approaches and algorithms of association rule hiding.

Sanitized database (D’)
fig1. Process flow of association rule hiding
Database (D) is taken as input. Then apply apriori/FP

In this survey we have discussed the requirement of privacy
preservation in data mining. We have also described the steps
of association rule hiding techniques in PPDM. We briefly discussed the various approaches and algorithms of association
rule hiding. We conclude that performance parameters described in section 6 are used to analyze the different algorithms and approaches. Based on survey papers, it has been
found that Heuristic Approach is the most widely used approach for rule hiding purpose. We may develop hybrid ap-
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proach by combining two or more approaches for accurate
result.
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